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Abstract:
This deliverable describes InnoSale’s website and shares information about the project and the team. All consortium partners contribute to the project website’s content.
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Executive Summary
The public website that provides an online presence 24/7, aims to reach a wider audience. By disseminating information about the deliverables, project progress and the results, the website is the most effective way to promote our work, build up a community and engage with stakeholders. We would like people to know that our project exists, as well as what we are doing, and how useful it can be for them. The visibility and discoverability of this website is going to enhance project recognition while increasing our credibility.
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1 Introduction

The progress and the results of the project will be published at the link: https://www.innosale.eu.

The website will be updated and maintained as soon as there are new material and information becomes available for public sharing.

1.1 The Structure of the Website

1.1.1 Home

Home page gives brief information about our aims and technologies that will enable us to achieve them.

Figure 1 Home Page
Figure 2 Home Page-Project Overview of InnoSale

Home page has various subpages:

- About the project
- Consortium
- Project Timeline
- Project Gallery
- Video Gallery
- Privacy Policy & Imprint
- Results
- News
- Contact

1.1.2 About the Project

*About the Project* provides a summary of information about project goals, key performance indicators and major outcomes.
1.1.3 Consortium

*Consortium* page introduces each project partner in detail. The page also has a map that shows each participating country and its members.
1.1.4 Project Timeline

*Project Timeline* includes various milestones of the project, our accomplishments, and significant events.
1.1.5 Project Gallery

*Project Gallery* includes pictures from the review meetings, workshops, conferences, technical meetings, joint dinners, and recreational activities.

1.1.6 Video Gallery

*Video Gallery* presents demonstrations of every participating country, promotional videos, and project interviews.
1.1.7 Privacy Policy & Imprint

Privacy Policy & Imprint page is important for compliance with different privacy legislation, and data privacy policies. This page also sets which types of data we're collecting, why we're collecting, and how visitors can contact us with questions or concerns.

1.1.8 Results

Results of the InnoSale project is shared under this page. Results page is updated as soon as there is new documentation and information which can be publicly shared with the community.
1.1.9 News

News displays the most recent news and updates that may be shared with the community and made public.

1.1.10 Contact

Visitors can reach the team and the partners have been shared under Contact.
How to reach us

- Frank Werner / Intl. Project Lead
  - frank.werner@aei5wareag.com

- Bilge Özdemir / Website Administration
  - bilge@deikyazilim.com

Country Coordinators

- Ari Bertula / Finland
  - Konecranes Global Corporation
  - aribertula@konecranes.com

- Thomas Bangemann / Germany
  - Institut für Automation und Kommunikation e.V. (IFAK)
  - thomas.bangemann@ifak.eu

- Prof. Dr. Juan Miguel Gómez / Spain
  - University Carlos III of Madrid
  - juanmiguel.gomez@uclm.es

- Kamer Kaya / Turkey
  - Deik Kullanım Teknolojileri
  - kamer@deikyazilim.com

Figure 11 Contact
2 Abbreviations

No abbreviations listed.
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